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89s† & Petra
Flurr
(MEX)

PETRA FLURR (DE)
Petra Flurr explores any kind of social tensions and control: political, religious, racial, with an acid,
violent and uncompromising attitude. He is well-known in the underground scene for his driving
minimalist electro-punk sound, furious ravaging vocals and the devastating live performances, in
which he turns into a real stage animal.
Collaborating on various records with other artists such as Bogota's Modernista on Download
Selbstmord, the former resident of Sabbat Berlin work is the one and only answer to a neverending
hate of the music situation in these days, best seen on tracks like "Terror-ist", which brings him the
praise and support to the bones of a solid audience.
After spending the past years touring and playing gigs around the world and a bunch of highly
acclaimed releases, his basic and fine electronics from the early and wicked times now make him a
reference as one of the most innovator live entity of the current underground.
In 2018 a brand new 10 track album will be released ( Petra Flurr & 89t - Monotone Zone ).
Just back from Colombia and Mexico where they started the Tour, with a Fantastic review and
audience .
they will play in several festival and gigs such as Sabbat concerts presents "Are they crazy" ? Gothic
Pogo (Leipzig) , Krake festival (Berlin), Industrial-Postpunk Fest (Bcn), Polychrome Festival (Paris),
Milan... more T.b.a.

CARLOS GRABSTEIN (MEX)
Carlos GrabStein, DJ & electronic music producer was born and raised in Mexico City. The beginnings
of Carlos in the electronic dark scene originated in clandestine electronic music parties and underground
clubs as a DJ in Mexico City, influenced by the classic dark sounds of the New Wave, Obscure minimal
and Synth Punk, Carlos developed his DJ style, looking also towards modern fusions of EBM,
Industrial/Techno, amongst other contemporary genres. Over time the need to keep this music current,
whilst also creating his own music project entitled 89s †, led him to take steps in organizing events such
as "Oddity Underground”. Having the opportunity to Dj in different cities such as Berlin, Leipzig,
Bologna, Madrid and different festivals such as TIQ Berlin, Sabbat, Gothic Pogo Festival, Decadence
and in his hometown in Daughter of Satan and Cölapsö parties, sharing the stage with artists such as
Silent Servant, Unhuman and Broken English Club. In June 2018, in collaboration with German
producer Petra Flurr and himself as 89s † , they released their debut Album entitled “Monotone Zone”.
The same year guarantied their first tour playing in Portugal, Italy, Spain and Germany. They are
currently on their 2019 tour having played in Mexico, Colombia, Utrecht NL, Belgium and soon in
Athens, Paris, Leipzig, Milano, Berlin and Barcelona.

https://www.facebook.com/petraflurrmusic/
https://petraflurr.bandcamp.com/album/monotone-zone

